Abstract. Several polynomials are of use in various enumeration problems concerning objects in oriented matroids. Chief among these is the Radon catalog. We continue to study these, as well as the total polynomials of uniform oriented matroids, by considering the effect on them of mutations of the uniform oriented matroid. The notion of a "mutation polynomial" is introduced to facilitate the study.
Introduction
The combinatorial convex geometry of a finite set in R d can be studied through an oriented matroid associated with the set. For example, the oriented matroid retains information about the facial structure of the polytope which is the convex hull of the set, and about intersections of simplexes determined by the set. By counting appropriate structures in the oriented matroid, one can enumerate the faces of various dimensions of the polytope, or count the intersections of simplexes.
The "total polynomial" and the "Radon catalog" of a uniform oriented matroid were introduced in [11] , where the coefficients of these polynomials were seen to indicate or count several important structures in the uniform oriented matroid; and certain equations were seen to be satisfied by these polynomials. In this paper we continue to study these polynomials.
We consider the effect of a "mutation" of the uniform oriented matroid upon the total polynomial and Radon catalog. The idea of a mutation in this context has a history which predates that of oriented matroids. Ringel considered them, for arrangements of lines and pseudolines, in [15] , where it was proven that any two simple arrangements of pseudolines are connected by a sequence of such arrangements in which each consecutive pair differ by the "switching of a triangle." After [6] , this is a result about uniform oriented matroids of rank 3; the switching of a triangle is a mutation. For a proof of Ringel's theorem, see Theorem 6.4.1 of [2] . For much more information on arrangements of lines and pseudolines see the monograph [8] of Grünbaum, which motivated much work in this area.
Various kinds of "local deformations" of oriented matroids have been defined and studied. See Las Vergnas's paper [9] , where the idea is originally used to construct some interesting examples; and for more extensive studies see [4] , [5] , [7] , and [18] . Using the fact that the appropriate Grassmann manifolds are connected, Roudneff and Sturmfels proved in [16] that any two realizable uniform oriented matroids of rank r on the same underlying set can be connected by a sequence of mutations. A mutation can be performed on a given uniform oriented matroid provided that it contains a tope which is a simplex. Las Vergnas [10] conjectured that each uniform oriented matroid has such a tope. This conjecture is still open; however, Richter-Gebert [14] has constructed many examples of uniform oriented matroids with many fewer simplex topes than is possible in the realizable case. A strengthened form of the conjecture of Las Vergnas is considered by Roudneff and Sturmfels in [16] , where it is attributed to Cordovil and Las Vergnas. Cordovil and Las Vergnas conjecture that any two uniform oriented matroids on the same set of the same rank can be connected by a sequence of mutations. Roudneff and Sturmfels prove this, using connectivity of appropriate Grassmann manifolds, when the uniform oriented matroids are realizable. The rank 3 case of this conjecture is the theorem of Ringel, mentioned above.
In this paper we study the affine linear spaces spanned by the total polynomials and the Radon catalogs. It is shown, in Section 3, that the equations presented in [11] which are satisfied by the total polynomials determine the span of these polynomials. The difference between the total polynomial of a uniform oriented matroid and that of one of its mutations is termed a "mutation polynomial." We prove that the affine span of the total polynomials is determined already by the mutation polynomials. Indeed, in Section 4 it is found that the Z -module spanned by the differences of total polynomials (on a fixed set and of the same rank) is already spanned by the mutation polynomials. (This result would be an easy consequence of the Cordovil-Las Vergnas conjecture that any two uniform oriented matroids of rank r on a set E are connected by a sequence of mutations.) We describe a subset of the set of mutation polynomials which forms a basis for this Z -module
The equations presented in [11] which are satisfied by the Radon catalogs of uniform oriented matroids of rank r on a fixed set E of cardinality n determine the affine linear space spanned by these Radon catalogs, as is shown in Section 5. The dimension of this affine linear space is shown to be [(n − r + 1)/2][(r + 1)/2]. A particular basis for the linear space spanned by differences is chosen.
We pose a conjecture concerning the coefficients of the Radon catalogs with respect to our basis. Roughly, the conjecture states that the alternating uniform oriented matroids have extremal Radon catalogs, in much the same way that the cyclic polytopes have Mutation Polynomials and Oriented Matroids OF3 extremal f -vectors, among simplicial polytopes of the same dimension and number of vertices. A mutation of a uniform oriented matroid of rank r on a set E having n elements can be visualized as the flipping of a simplex σ of the corresponding arrangement. The "type" of this mutation is the pair (a, b) of integers, 0 ≤ a ≤ r , 0 ≤ b ≤ n − r , where a is the number of pseudospheres bounding the simplex σ and having the simplex on the positive side, and b is the number of pseudospheres of the arrangement not bounding the simplex which have the simplex on the positive side. Considering the simplex antipodal to σ , it is clear that a mutation of type (a, b) also has type (r − a, n − r − b). Also, the reverse of a mutation of type (a, b) has type (r − a, b), as well as (a, n − r − b).
. Suppose one starts with the alternating oriented matroid of rank r on E and performs a sequence of mutations, arriving at a second oriented matroid, and in the process computes the difference between the number of times mutations of type (a, b) are performed and the number of times the reverse of such mutations are performed. It is conjectured that this difference must be nonnegative. The conjecture is extended to all uniform oriented matroids by making use of knowledge of the affine span, and of the chosen basis.
In Sections 6 and 7 we study the Radon catalogs of the alternating oriented matroids. In Section 8 we consider further questions regarding these ideas.
In Section 2, before introducing the mutation polynomials, we present some background material from [11] . For terminology and notation regarding oriented matroids, see [2] .
The Mutation Polynomials
A "mutation polynomial" is the difference between the total polynomial of a uniform oriented matroid and the total polynomial of a mutation of that uniform oriented matroid. The book [2] describes various kinds of mutations for oriented matroids in general and for uniform oriented matroids more particularly; see Section 7.3 of [2] .
By E we denote a finite set, which is to be the underlying set of a uniform oriented matroid; n is its cardinality. In this paper we usually take E = [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. A signed subset of E is an ordered partition X = (X + , X − ) of a subset of E. The union X + ∪ X − is denoted byX , and |X | is synonymous with |X |. A sign vector is an element of {−, +, 0} n , which is to be identified with {−, +, 0} E . (As in [2] , we use + and − for +1 and −1 when to do so should cause no confusion.) Given a sign vector U ∈ {−, +, 0} E we denote U + = {e ∈ E: U e = +}, U − = {e ∈ E: U e = −}, and
There is a beautifully concise description of uniform oriented matroids, due to Folkman and included in [6] (using different notation, and under the name "positivity system"), which we state as the definition here. A uniform oriented matroid of rank r is a pair O = (E, C), where C is a collection of signed subsets of E, the set of circuits of O, satisfying the following properties:
(a) n ≥ r , and if n > r , then C = ∅;
In this paper the set of "covectors" of the uniform oriented matroid O is important. A covector of O is a sign vector U ∈ {−, +, 0} E such that, for each circuit C of O, there is e ∈ C + such that U e = + if and only if there is f ∈ C − such that U f = −. The set {+, −, 0} E is partially ordered by the relation
The notation [U, V ], where U and V are sign vectors with U ≤ V , denotes the interval in the partially ordered set {+, −, 0} E :
The set of covectors is given the induced partial ordering. Clearly, 0 ∈ {+, −, 0} E is a covector. The set of nonzero covectors of O will be denoted by L.
The nonzero covectors of an oriented matroid correspond to the cells of a corresponding arrangement of pseudospheres, with U ≤ V if and only if the cell corresponding to U is a face of the cell corresponding to V .
For each element e ∈ E, let x e and y e be a pair of indeterminates. For each sign vector U let w U denote the monomial The total polynomial of the uniform oriented matroid O is
We list some properties of total polynomials, from [11] .
(1) T O (x e , y e : e ∈ E) is a sum of monomial terms which are squarefree and not multiples of x e y e for e ∈ E. These monomials have degree between n − r + 1 and n (inclusive). In particular, the polynomial
agrees with
r on terms of degree at most r .
The maximal covectors under ≤ are called the topes of O. It is easy to show that, for a tope U , U e = 0 for each e ∈ E; so topes are maximal in {+, −, 0} E , as well. A tope U is termed simplicial if the partially ordered set of covectors V ≤ U forms a boolean lattice. Since we are dealing with uniform oriented matroids, it is easy to describe this set of covectors explicitly. Given a set F ⊆ E and a maximal element U ∈ {+, −, 0} E , let (U |F) and (U * F) be the sign vectors defined by
and (for use in defining mutations)
When U is a simplicial tope of O, necessarily, by uniformity, there is a set F ⊆ E having |F| = r and such that the set of nonzero covectors
If U is a simplicial tope in the uniform oriented matroid O and F is as above, and if
is the collection of covectors of another uniform oriented matroid O of rank r on E, called a mutation of O.
As noted in the Introduction, it has been conjectured by Las Vergnas [9] that each uniform oriented matroid has a simplicial tope; and a strengthened form of this conjecture, formulated by Cordovil and Las Vergnas, states that each pair of uniform oriented matroids of rank r on E is connected by a sequence of mutations.
We now consider the difference
From the expression for L it is clear that this difference depends only on the element U ∈ {+, −, 0} E and the subset F ⊆ E.
Let X and Y be signed sets such thatX ,Ȳ form a partition of E. We denote by N X,Y the polynomial 
Lemma 1. Given U and F as above, let the signed sets X and Y be defined by X
Proof. This is clear when one notes that the polynomial N X,Y is
and similarly
and
and that I 1 and I 3 have the common element (U |F), I 2 and I 4 both contain −(U |F), but the four intervals have, pairwise, no other covectors in common. This polynomial is termed a mutation polynomial and denoted by M X,Y . We refer to the cardinality ofX as the order of M X,Y , as well as that of N X,Y . In the present situation the order coincides with the rank r of O. The number of mutation polynomials of order r , up to sign, is 2 n−2 n r . If O and O are realizable uniform oriented matroids of rank r on E, then there is a sequence of mutations connecting the two. It follows that the difference T O − T O is a sum of mutation polynomials. In the next two sections we generalize this by showing that, for any two uniform oriented matroids O and O of rank r on E, the difference T O − T O of the total polynomials is of the form
where the γ X,Y 's are integers. The conjecture of Las Vergnas and Cordovil cited earlier would imply this. In the next section we study the affine span of the total polynomials of uniform oriented matroids of rank r on E.
Affine Span of Total Polynomials
In this section we examine the linear space spanned by the differences T O − T O of total polynomials of uniform oriented matroids of rank r on E. Obviously this space contains the mutation polynomials of order r . We will show that it is linearly spanned by these polynomials, and in the course of this we will see that the affine span of the total polynomials is determined by the equations derived in [11] .
Let R denote the ring of polynomials with rational coefficients in the 2n indeterminates x 1 , y 1 , . . . , x n , y n . We say that a polynomial p ∈ R is linear in index i if it has a representation
where q 1 , q 2 , and q 3 are polynomials in the other 2(n − 1) indeterminates.
We consider the vector space W of polynomials p ∈ R which are linear in each index and which satisfy the following two conditions, derived from conditions (1) and (4): (1 ) p(x e , y e : e ∈ E) has no monomial terms of degree less than n − r . (4 ) p(−1 − x e , −1 − y e : e ∈ E) has no monomial terms of degree less than r .
It is clear by (1) and (4) that the differences T O − T O satisfy these conditions. The mutation polynomials of order r lie in W. (Indeed, these polynomials satisfy stronger conditions, there being no terms of degree r from (1), and none of degree n −r from (4).)
We introduce new
More formally, let R denote the ring of polynomials with rational coefficients in 4n indeterminates x 1 ,x 1 , y 1 ,ȳ 1 , . . . , x n ,x n , y n ,ȳ n . Let η: R → R be the algebra homomorphism taking the x i 's and y i 's to themselves andx i andȳ i to −x i − 1 and −y i − 1, respectively. The kernel of this epimorphism is the ideal I in R generated byx i + x i + 1,
Let W denote the polynomials p in R which are sums of monomial terms which are rational multiples of monomials of the form Proof. We have noted that the n r 2 n monomials in W form a basis for it.
Taking products, one factor for each i, and expanding, it is possible to obtain any monomial in W, so it is spanned Also, given a partition A, B, C of [n], we define
Lemma 3. The polynomials g A,B,C ∈ R such that |A| ≤ n − r and |B| ≤ r form a basis for W. The dimension of W is
Taking products, one for each index (as in the proof of Lemma 2), we see that the polynomials g A,B,C span the vector space of polynomials p ∈ R which are linear in each index; and, since there are 3 n g A,B,C 's, which is the dimension of the vector space of such polynomials p, it is clear that they form a basis for this vector space.
Let V ⊆ W be the vector subspace consisting of polynomials having no monomial term of degree less than n −r . The dimension of V is the number of such monomials. For each k ≥ n − r , there are Next we consider involutions of the vector space W, suggested by conditions (2) and (3).
The first of these, motivated by (2), can be simply defined on the whole ring R as the algebra homomorphism σ : R → R such that σ (x) = y and σ (y) = x. It is an involutive algebra automorphism such that σ (W) = W. Note that σ permutes the
This mapping takes the polynomial N X,Y to N −X,Y , so, since these span W by Lemma 4, it is an involutive automorphism of the vector space W, ρ:
,C . The mappings σ and ρ commute, and we set
n−r −|A| g A,B,C . In R this is simpler. Defineρ,σ , andτ , mapping R to itself, to be the algebra homomorphisms such thatρ switchesx i andȳ i (so thatρ( Based on these involutions we decompose W as a sum of four subspaces. For
The vector space W is the direct sum of the vector spaces W 1,1 , W −1,1 , W 1,−1 , and W −1,−1 . Indeed, each element of the basis for W described in Lemma 3 lies in one of these. We are interested mainly in one of these four.
Theorem 1. The mutation polynomials linearly span the vector space W −1,−1 of polynomials linear in each index which satisfy (1 ), (2), (3), and (4 ). Conditions (1)-(4) determine the affine linear span of the total polynomials, among polynomials in R which are linear in each index. The dimension of this affine space, as well as that of the vector space
where the k, l run over integers such that
r − k is odd, and (iv) n − r − l is odd.
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Proof. Each polynomial g A,B,C having |A| ≤ n − r and |B| ≤ r from the basis for W of Lemma 3 lies in one of the W ε 1 ,ε 2 's, and it follows that each of these four subspaces has as a basis the set of g A,B,C 's which lie in it. The polynomial g A,B,C is in W −1,−1 if and only if n − r − |A| and r − |B| are odd. The formula for the dimension follows.
For p ∈ W let
Since the polynomials N X,Y of order r span W, the mutation polynomials
The vector spaces W = W(n, r ) and W(n, n − r ) are isomorphic; an isomorphism is induced by the map taking M X,Y to M Y,X . This is as it should be, considering oriented matroid duality.
Our next task is to show that the Z -module generated by the differences of pairs of total polynomials is already generated by the mutation polynomials.
The Z-module Spanned by the Mutation Polynomials
In this section we refine the result of Section 3 by considering the additive group spanned by the mutation polynomials rather than the vector space spanned by them.
We denote by R Z the subring of R consisting of polynomials having integer coefficients, and by R Z the subring of R of polynomials having integer coefficients. Also we write
Let 
which is the rank of W Z . It follows from the above that η( W Z ) = W Z . Since the kernel of the mapping η: R → R is I, we have that the kernel of the restriction η:
Theorem 2. The set B is a basis for the Z -module W Z .

Proof. Given disjoint subsets
however, it is possible to replace the ideal I by a smaller ideal in this equation. Let J ⊆ R Z be the ideal generated by the polynomials
Theorem 3. We have
Proof. We need only show that W Z ∩ J is the kernel of the restriction of η to W Z (which we also denote by η). That is,
Clearly, J ⊆ I, since each generator of J is mapped to 0 by η. The ring R Z is bigraded, with the bidegree of a monomial being defined as the pair (d 1 , d 2 ) , where d 1 is its degree in the x i 's and y i 's, and d 2 is its degree in thex i 's andȳ i 's. The ideal J is generated by bihomogeneous elements, so R Z /J inherits this grading.
Given 
Clearly, W Z is isomorphic to the direct sum of these Z -modules N A .
Since the functions ρ, σ , and τ preserve the submodules N A of W Z , they induce involutions, also denoted by ρ, σ , and τ , on each N A . We denote by M A the submodule of N A given by 
We will soon see that B is a basis for W If δ(M X,Y ) = (A, B, C), then M X,Y is determined from (A, B, C) as follows. First, a is the smallest positive integer not in B and b is the largest integer, at most n, not in 
, and i and j are adjacent in the graph G. This can be used repeatedly to reduce any z T to an integer combination of z T 's with T independent in G. Notice (for use in the proof of the next theorem) that, in this process, if T contains at most one of a, b, then the same is true of the z T 's to which z T is reduced.
It is easy to describe the actions of ρ, σ , and τ on the z T 's. We have ρ( Note that
We must show that these Z -modules are equal. Consider the mapping ζ : N A → N A taking z T to itself if T is independent in G and a, b ∈ T , and taking z T to 0 if T is independent but a, b are not both in T . The image ζ(N A ) is the submodule K spanned by the z T 's for which T is independent in G and a, b ∈ T .
If T ⊆ [n] and T does not contain both a and b, then z T = T γ T z T , where the T 's are independent in G and do not contain both a and b; that is, ζ(z T ) = 0. It follows that if we define the mapping ω:
then ω is the inverse of the restriction of the mapping ζ to H A .
It follows that rank(H
Clearly, N A K is torsion-free. Suppose p ∈ N A and mp ∈ H A , where m is a positive integer. Then
Affine Span of Radon Catalogs
Let O be a uniform oriented matroid of rank r , as above, and let TÔ be the total polynomial of its dual O. The Radon catalog of O is R O (x, y) = TÔ(x e = x, y e = y: e ∈ E).
Radon catalogs were introduced in [11] . Properties (1)- (4) 
; consequently, this polynomial has no terms of degree less than or equal to n − r .
Suppose a and b are integers such that 0 ≤ a ≤ r and 0 ≤ b ≤ n − r . We define polynomials
The 
Proof. The existence of the integers γ a,b follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 4. Uniqueness follows from Lemma 6. 
It would certainly be nice to have a complete characterization of the Radon catalogs. Along these lines we state a conjecture concerning some inequalities involving them.
Recall that the alternating oriented matroid A = A n,r is the oriented matroid of affine dependencies of the points Roughly, this conjecture asserts that the alternating oriented matroids have an extremal property with respect to Radon catalogs much like the well-known extremal property of cyclic polytopes with respect to f -vectors, for simplicial convex polytopes. In terms of the mutation count matrix, the conjecture asserts that the entries are nonnegative:
If A = A n,n−r is the dual of A n,n−r , then the rank of A is r . Using oriented matroid duality, the above conjecture can be reformulated as follows, letting δ a,b be the integers such that We compute the δ a,b 's in Section 7. First, in Section 6, some polynomials which will help with this are introduced.
Some Auxiliary Polynomials
In this section we introduce some other polynomials which will be of use in the next section in computing the mutation count matrix M (A(n, r ), A(n, n − r ) ). First, the
For ranks n −1, n −2, n −3, and n −4, the mutation count matrices for the appropriate alternating oriented matroids and their duals are the transposes of the above matrices.
Further Questions
Conjecture 1 would be a step toward characterization of the mutation matrices and Radon catalogs. Is there a full characterization, say, along the lines of the characterization of face vectors of simplicial polytopes accomplished by Billera, Lee, and Stanley (see [1] and [17] ) by establishing the conjectured characterization of McMullen ( [13] )?
Conjecture 1 is open even for realizable uniform oriented matroids of rank 3. However, in the realizable case more can be said about the first column (and first row, by duality) of M(O, A n,n−r ). Indeed, the first column consists of the g-vector of the oriented matroid polytope, and these vectors were characterized, in the realizable case, and used in the determination of the f -vectors. It is not known if simplicial oriented matroid polytopes (or sphere triangulations more generally) must satisfy these conditions.
For not necessarily uniform oriented matroids the Radon catalog does not have the nice properties described in Section 5. Perhaps there is a slightly more complicated polynomial, having useful properties, and refining the Radon catalog. Is there an analogue of the mutation count matrix, for oriented matroids in general? In [12] we describe a collection of linear inequalities on the coefficients of the polynomials, such that T is the total polynomial of some uniform oriented matroid of rank r on [n] if and only if the inequalities are satisfied and the coefficients are integers. This is a new characterization of uniform oriented matroids. However, the inequalties in general do not delimit the convex hull of the total polynomials; the polyhedron they determine is larger. It would certainly be nice to know the inequalities which determine the convex hull of the total polynomials.
We have no example at present of a uniform oriented matroid whose Radon catalog is not the Radon catalog of some realizable uniform oriented matroid. On the basis of this sparse evidence we state the following conjecture. where c is the number of crossings in the drawing corresponding to the oriented matroid A n,n−3 . According to Conjecture 1, the γ a,b 's should be nonnegative. Therefore Conjecture 1 implies the spherical crossing number conjecture for the complete graph, which states that the number of crossings in any such drawing is at least as large as in the drawing corresponding to A n,n−3 . See [3] for a discussion of the crossing number, the spherical crossing number, and the rectilinear crossing number.
It would be interesting to know if there are analogues to the numbers γ i, j which refine the unrestricted crossing number conjecture in the way that those of the mutation matrix refine the spherical crossing number. Also, what is the similar refinement, for the crossing numbers of the complete bipartite graphs?
Conjecture 1 would in the same way imply statements analogous to the spherical crossing number conjecture for the complete graph, in higher dimensions.
